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Beachbooks In The Sand Near Santa Monica Pier
A boy of 11 once dreamed
—or so it surely seemed—
of “solving the riddle of the great big world.”
Bravely strange vistas unfurled,
but Einstein wouldn't see to the bright shining edge of reality
. . . that generality rigorously bends
—dignity serenely contends—
to the lens though which mortality ends.

Philosophy is singular: To answer the horror. Now. And to the beginning and end of time.
With one question: Is our logic stronger than our pain?
On December 11, 2009, 8-11 PM, on the beach adjacent to California's Santa Monica Pier, two
books of rigorous philosophy in poetic form will be published in their entirety alongside the
mathematico-logical relationship they express, in letters, words, and symbols constructed from
objects in the sand.
Tea lights patterned to the image of a consecrated knight display
THE WHITE NIGHT: BRIGHT TO LIGHT (2009).
Concentric arcs within the motif echo creation myths versed in the philosophical narrative, The
Books of Joshua (2008):
And then a girl from Oz appeared, and waved her magic wand—a second muse to guide
him to enchantment and beyond. She taught him how to read the patterns in a rippled
pond, as at the moment of creation, and every moment on.
Illuminated balloons arrow the convergence of

A b nA : C (2009)
and its visual explication. Simultaneously, the full work is published on Twitter.com.
A target of glow sticks arrayed in an elongated Spiral of Archimedes contains the complete
LAND OF GLOWING SAND: CLOSE AT HAND (2009).
Joshua's conclusion rings their voicing.
Arching two football fields. After sunset. Aglow in the sand. Philosophy. Poetry. Physics.
Art. Mathematics. To the limit of rigor. To “solve the riddle of the great world.”
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